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the states and territories included in the united states census bureau s statistics for the united states population ethnicity and most
other categories include the 50 states and washington d c separate statistics are maintained for the five permanently inhabited
territories of the united states puerto rico guam the u s virgin islands this article lists the 50 states of the united states it also lists
their populations the date they became a state or agreed to the united states declaration of independence their total area land area
water area and the number of representatives in the united states house of representatives the united states of america is a federal
republic consisting of 50 states a federal district washington d c the capital city of the united states five major territories and various
minor islands both the states and the united states as a whole are each sovereign jurisdictions explore the visualizations of key
demographic trends from the 2020 census for each state in the u s see how the population changed grew or declined from 2010 to
2020 and compare across states this is a list of united states of america states by population as of 2020 the list was made using the
2020 united states census the total population of the united states was 331 449 281 at the 2020 census not including u s territories or
335 073 176 including u s territories the united states of america is composed of 50 states each with its own unique history culture
and geography the states are located across different regions from the east coast to the west coast and from the midwest to the south
learn about the 50 states of the united states of america their abbreviations capitals populations areas and admission dates find maps
of the usa states and their locations on the world map find out the population of each us state by rank area and graph compare the
most and least populated states in the country and see the latest data from 2019 this page features files containing state population
estimates by demographic characteristics for years 2020 to 2023 additional files featuring demographic characteristics will be
updated in 2024 for the most recent data available please refer to the vintage 2023 data this is a list of the 50 states the 5 territories
and the district of columbia by population density population size and land area it also includes a sortable table of density by states
territories divisions and regions by population rank and land area and a sortable table for density by states divisions regions and
territories in top 10 us states with the largest populations by far the most populous state in the united states is california which has
more than 40 million residents and comprises nearly 12 of the country s total population this is a list of the cities that are state
capitals in the united states ordered alphabetically by state the list also provides the most recent u s census population for each city as
well as an estimated population state abbreviations for the 50 us states the us has 50 states a national capital along with
commonwealths and other territories around the world each state has its own unique shortened name codes called state abbreviations
used in written documents and mailing addresses this is a complete list of the united states by date of statehood delaware is the first
state to ratify the union while hawaii is the last one to be admitted how well is your state educating students us news ranks states on
education including pre k 12 and college based on graduation rates test scores and more state profiles find key data for state
jurisdiction performance on the national assessment of educational progress naep assessments in mathematics reading writing and
science at grades 4 8 and 12 where applicable view trends and demographics download snapshot reports and compare results for
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each state jurisdiction to the nation and find the most up to date statistics and facts on the federal states in the united states of
america census bureau data table p1 race table from dec redistricting data pl 94 171 released by decennial census covers total
population real personal income by state and metro area personal income adjusted for state and metro area price level differences and
national inflation regional price parities by state and metro area measure price levels that can be compared across states or metro
areas employment by state what is gdp by state a comprehensive measure of the economies of each state and the district of columbia
gdp estimates the value of the goods and services produced in a state
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list of u s states and territories by population wikipedia
May 27 2024

the states and territories included in the united states census bureau s statistics for the united states population ethnicity and most
other categories include the 50 states and washington d c separate statistics are maintained for the five permanently inhabited
territories of the united states puerto rico guam the u s virgin islands

list of u s states simple english wikipedia the free
Apr 26 2024

this article lists the 50 states of the united states it also lists their populations the date they became a state or agreed to the united
states declaration of independence their total area land area water area and the number of representatives in the united states house
of representatives

list of states and territories of the united states wikipedia
Mar 25 2024

the united states of america is a federal republic consisting of 50 states a federal district washington d c the capital city of the united
states five major territories and various minor islands both the states and the united states as a whole are each sovereign jurisdictions

state profiles 2020 census
Feb 24 2024

explore the visualizations of key demographic trends from the 2020 census for each state in the u s see how the population changed
grew or declined from 2010 to 2020 and compare across states

list of u s states by population simple english wikipedia
Jan 23 2024
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this is a list of united states of america states by population as of 2020 the list was made using the 2020 united states census the total
population of the united states was 331 449 281 at the 2020 census not including u s territories or 335 073 176 including u s
territories

the 50 states of america u s state information infoplease
Dec 22 2023

the united states of america is composed of 50 states each with its own unique history culture and geography the states are located
across different regions from the east coast to the west coast and from the midwest to the south

states of the usa list of 50 states of the united states
Nov 21 2023

learn about the 50 states of the united states of america their abbreviations capitals populations areas and admission dates find maps
of the usa states and their locations on the world map

population by state 50states com 50states
Oct 20 2023

find out the population of each us state by rank area and graph compare the most and least populated states in the country and see
the latest data from 2019

state population by characteristics 2020 2023 census gov
Sep 19 2023

this page features files containing state population estimates by demographic characteristics for years 2020 to 2023 additional files
featuring demographic characteristics will be updated in 2024 for the most recent data available please refer to the vintage 2023 data
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list of states and territories of the united states by
Aug 18 2023

this is a list of the 50 states the 5 territories and the district of columbia by population density population size and land area it also
includes a sortable table of density by states territories divisions and regions by population rank and land area and a sortable table for
density by states divisions regions and territories in

us states ranked by population 2024 world population review
Jul 17 2023

top 10 us states with the largest populations by far the most populous state in the united states is california which has more than 40
million residents and comprises nearly 12 of the country s total population

list of u s state capitals britannica
Jun 16 2023

this is a list of the cities that are state capitals in the united states ordered alphabetically by state the list also provides the most
recent u s census population for each city as well as an estimated population

state abbreviations 50states
May 15 2023

state abbreviations for the 50 us states the us has 50 states a national capital along with commonwealths and other territories around
the world each state has its own unique shortened name codes called state abbreviations used in written documents and mailing
addresses

list of 50 states in order of statehood the fact file
Apr 14 2023
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this is a complete list of the united states by date of statehood delaware is the first state to ratify the union while hawaii is the last one
to be admitted

rankings education states with the best education
Mar 13 2023

how well is your state educating students us news ranks states on education including pre k 12 and college based on graduation rates
test scores and more

state profiles nation s report card
Feb 12 2023

state profiles find key data for state jurisdiction performance on the national assessment of educational progress naep assessments in
mathematics reading writing and science at grades 4 8 and 12 where applicable view trends and demographics download snapshot
reports and compare results for each state jurisdiction to the nation and

state comparisons in the united states statistics facts
Jan 11 2023

find the most up to date statistics and facts on the federal states in the united states of america

population by state census bureau tables
Dec 10 2022

census bureau data table p1 race table from dec redistricting data pl 94 171 released by decennial census covers total population

states and territories u s bureau of economic analysis bea
Nov 09 2022
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real personal income by state and metro area personal income adjusted for state and metro area price level differences and national
inflation regional price parities by state and metro area measure price levels that can be compared across states or metro areas
employment by state

gdp by state u s bureau of economic analysis bea
Oct 08 2022

what is gdp by state a comprehensive measure of the economies of each state and the district of columbia gdp estimates the value of
the goods and services produced in a state
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